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Cost of proof of contamination:  'The Consent Holder shall monitor the drinking water quality of the water 
supply bores in 37) at the same time as the dedicated monitoring bores in 27).  If the monitoring shows 
that the drinking water quality  in the water supply bores in 37) does not comply with the New Zealand 
Drinking Water Standards (NZDWS)  and the non-compliance is proven to
be associated with quarrying activities, then the consent holder  shall, with agreement of the bore owner 
and the land owner, provide an alternative drinking water supply to a similar standard as existed prior to 
commencement of this consent. '  Responsibility and costs should be borne by the applicant, not the bore
owner in these instances, and an environmental bond sought in the case of insolvency or liquidation of 
the company.

Storage and handling of rejected 'clean fill': Any clean fill material displaying any visual or olfactory 
evidence of contamination (i.e. manmade hardfill, visible staining, odours, etc) will either be set aside for 
chemical testing or rejected.  There appears to be no reference as to how this will be stored or for how 
long and who is responsible if rejected.  Although this may appear obvious there are many cases where 
polluted material has sat as no-one is prepared to take responsibility for its disposal and 'ownership' is 
contested.

Groundwater levels:  A working depth of 1m above the highest groundwater and to within 0.3 m of 
groundwater level (if backfilling can occur within the day of excavation) is not achievable nor sustainable 
and poses the risk of contamination to the groundwater.  With recent weather events we should be very 
aware of how quickly groundwater levels change, monitoring of theses changes is insufficient in the 
current proposal.

Sediment:  Sediment runoff has not been well documented with the implementation of 'sediment traps' 
referred to.  Again, with the current weather events sediment management must be more robustly 
addressed.  Sediment run off is already a problem for the Tasman Bay  - this load should not be at risk of
being increased.

Duration of consent:  If consent is granted it should be for an initial two years so impacts can be 
assessed and testing can be carried out.  Then for a period of five years.  A duration of 17 years does not
address the potential impacts of climate change that must now be considered in any application
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CAUTION:  This communication is confidential and may be legally privileged.  If you are not the intended 

recipient you must not peruse, use, disseminate, distribute, copy or take any action in reliance on this 

communication.  Please contact the sender immediately, and ensure all copies of this message and its 

attachments are deleted.  Please note that Wakatū Incorporation retains all copyright for this 

communication.  You may not copy, amend, use or disclose any part of this communication, unless authorised 

by Wakatū Incorporation 
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From: Hayden Taylor <Hayden@planscapes.co.nz> 

Sent: Friday, 9 September 2022 12:07 pm 

To: Alastair Jewell; Resource Consent Admin 

Subject: FW: CJ Industries - RM2205778 

Attachments: 09092022114740-0001.pdf 

 

Categories: Lynda to deal with, Pushpa 

 

In case you haven’t been sent separately. 

 

Regards, 

 

Hayden 

 

Hayden Taylor 
Resource Management Consultant 
BSc (Hons) 
 

Planscapes (NZ) Ltd 
94 Selwyn Place : PO Box 99 : Nelson 
T  03 539 0281 :  M 021 071 2209  E  Hayden@planscapes.co.nz 
 

 
 

CONFIDENTIALITY:  This email and any attachments are confidential and may be legally privileged.  If you have received this email in error 

or are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender and delete the email message immediately.  Planscapes (NZ) Ltd does not 

warrant or guarantee that this communication is free of errors, virus or inteference. 

 

From: Mike Ingram <Mike.Ingram@wakatu.org>  

Sent: Friday, 9 September 2022 11:56 am 

To: Hayden Taylor <Hayden@planscapes.co.nz> 

Subject: CJ Industries - RM2205778 

 

Tēnā koe Hayden 
 
Please attached a submission made by Wakatū Incorporation, with regard to the 
above application. 
 
Ngā mihi  
 
Mike Ingram 
Pou Whakahaere Whenua – Hunga Whaipānga 
Property Manager | Wakatū Incorporation 
 

 
Wakatū House, 28 Montgomery Square, Nelson 7040 

021 565 462 | Mike.Ingram@wakatu.org | www.wakatu.org  
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1/2

PLEASE ENSURE THAT ALL SECTIONS OF THIS FORM, ON BOTH SIDES, ARE COMPLETED.

Personal information will also be used for administration purposes, including notifying submitters of hearings and decisions. All information will 
be held by the Tasman District Council with submitters having the right to access and correct personal information.

Submitter Details
Full Name:

Phone: E-mail:

Submission Details
This is a submission on the following application for resource consent lodged with the Council:

For a resource consent to: (details can be found on the notice in the letter from Council, newspaper, website or on-site)

* Note: Any additional information should be submitted on a separate sheet(s).

Address for 
Service:

Contact Person 
(if different):

Postcode:

EP-RC040D  08/19

Tasman District Council Application Number (if known):  RM

Submission on Resource  

To: The Resource Consent Administration Officer

Tasman District Council 
Private Bag 4 
Richmond 7050

Email: resourceconsentadmin@tasman.govt.nz

This is a submission on an application from: 

Consent Application

hearings page, including your name and contact details.
Please note: all submissions become public documents. If the application requires a hearing, your submission may be published on the council’s 

RM200488 - CJ Industries Limited

1) The specific parts of the application that my submission relates to are (details*)

RM220578 - Submission 048 - M Teo - Oppose - 2022-09-09.pdf - page 
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alastair_jewell@hotmail.com
Text Box
CJ Industries Limited

Alastair J
Typewritten text
1 of 4



If consent is granted, I wish the council to impose the following conditions  

5) Attendance at any Council Hearing (You must tick one of the following two boxes):

Print Full Name:

*Note: A signature is not required if you make your submissions by electronic means.

A copy of this submission MUST also be sent to the applicant as soon as reasonably practicable after serving a copy on the Council.

2/2

Signature*: Date:

(Person making submission or authorised agent)

2) The reasons for my submission are (Give details*):

 

  

  I am neutral regarding the application  I support the application   I oppose the applica  tion

*Note:  Any additional information should be submitted on a separate sheet(s).

report if a hearing is held.
Note: If you indicate that you do not wish to be heard, you will still receive a copy of the Council’s decision but you will not receive a copy of the hearing 

  To grant consent     To refuse/decline consent

  I  wish  to  be  heard  in  support  of  my  submission           I do not wish to be heard in support of my submission

(Note: you do not have to suggest conditions, particularly if you want the council to refuse consent)

4) The decision I would like the Council to make is (Tick one of the following two boxes)

*Note:  Any additional information should be submitted on a separate sheet.

3) The nature of my submission is that: (Tick one of the following three boxes)
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Submission on application for resource consent. RM 220578

To: Tasman District Council
And to:  The Applicant c/- Planscapes (NZ) Ltd.

Submitter:  May Teo

Applicant: CJ Industries
Proposed activity:  Discharge contaminants to land from backfill associated with gravel
extraction.
The submitter opposes the consent application and seeks that the consent is refused.
The submitter does not wish to speak to their application at a hearing.

1) The specific parts of the application that my submission relates to are:
Groundwater and clean fill management Plan (GMP) - quality, monitoring, inspection and testing
of the backfill.
The proposed depths of excavation and monitoring of groundwater levels and the effect on the
aquifer.  The ability for the company to comply with consent conditions.  The council's resources
for monitoring and enforcement of the consent conditions set.

2) The reasons for my submission are:
As a resident of Brookly who enjoys the Motueka river and surrounding environment on a daily
basis, I opposed this application.  This river is a Taonga and must be protected from further
environmental degradation.  The effects and the damage caused by the mining of gravel and the
subsequent backfilling in the fragile area will be irreparable.
My concerns and reasons to oppose this application are:
The quality of the fill that would be used to backfill at the site.
The effect on the Motueka River Aquifer if the natural soil structure and filtering ability is
disrupted.
That poor quality backfill will contaminate the groundwater which is the water source for many
homes in the local and wider Motueka area.
The effects this extraction operation will have on the area's ecosystem, flora and fauna.
The consent holder not being able to follow the consent conditions in the GMP (such as
excavation depths above ground water and sizes of excavation pits) based on past
performance.
The council not being sufficiently resourced with staff to be able to check on compliance
regularly.

Wrong activity in the wrong place.  No to mining gravel in the Motueka Valley. This river must be
protected.

Filename as received: May Teo submission discharge application.pdf
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From: Teo May Wei <maykayak@gmail.com> 

Sent: Friday, 9 September 2022 12:54 pm 

To: Resource Consent Admin; hayden@planscapes.co.nz 

Subject: Submission RM220578 

Attachments: May Teo submission discharge application.pdf; Form for submission - 

RM200488 - from May Teo.pdf 

 

Categories: Lynda to deal with, Pushpa 

 

To the \ Resource Consent Administration Officer, 

 

I am writing to oppose to the consent application by CJ Industries, to discharge contaminants to land 

from backfill associated with gravel extraction on the Motueka River.   

 

Please see submission forms attached. 

 

Regards, 

May Teo 

Motueka Valley (Brooklyn) resident 
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From: Ruth Buchanan <Ruth@whenuaiti.org.nz> 

Sent: Friday, 9 September 2022 2:48 pm 

To: Resource Consent Admin 

Cc: hayden@planscapes.co.nz 

Subject: Submission for CJ Industries Limited's discharge permit 

Attachments: Submission.pdf 

 

Categories: Pushpa, Lynda to deal with 

 

Kia ora 

 

Please find attached submission on resource aonsent application. 

 

Ngā Mihi 

Ruth  
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Submission on application for resource consent. RM 220578

To: Tasman District Council
And to:  The Applicant c/- Planscapes (NZ) Ltd.

Submitter:  Davis Jane Sundbye

Applicant: CJ Industries
Proposed activity:  Discharge contaminants to land from backfill associated with gravel
extraction.
The submitter opposes the consent application and seeks that the consent is refused.
The submitter does not wish to speak to their application at a hearing.

1) The specific parts of the application that my submission relates to are:
Groundwater and clean fill management Plan (GMP) - quality, monitoring, inspection and testing
of the backfill.
The proposed depths of excavation and monitoring of groundwater levels and the effect on the
aquifer.  The ability for the company to comply with consent conditions.  The council's resources
for monitoring and enforcement of the consent conditions set.

2) The reasons for my submission are:
I have grown up on the banks of the Motueka River and enjoyed swimming regularly and taking
our horses to the river.  The health and protection of the river is very important to me so I
opposed this application.  This river is a Taonga and must be protected from further
environmental degradation.  The effects and the damage caused by the mining of gravel and the
subsequent backfilling in the fragile area will be irreparable.
My concerns and reasons to oppose this application are:
The quality of the fill that would be used to backfill at the site.
The effect on the Motueka River Aquifer if the natural soil structure and filtering ability is
disrupted.
That poor quality backfill will contaminate the groundwater which is the water source for many
homes in the local and wider Motueka area.
The effects this extraction operation will have on the area's ecosystem, flora and fauna.
The consent holder not being able to follow the consent conditions in the GMP (such as
excavation depths above ground water and sizes of excavation pits) based on past
performance.
The council not being sufficiently resourced with staff to be able to check on compliance
regularly.

Wrong activity in the wrong place.  No to mining gravel in the Motueka Valley.
The river must be protected for future generations to enjoy.
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From: davis sundbye <davisjanesundbye@gmail.com> 

Sent: Friday, 9 September 2022 3:35 pm 

To: hayden@planscaps.co.nz; Resource Consent Admin 

Subject: Submission RM220578 

Attachments: 09092022152611-0001.pdf; Davis Sundbye submission discharge 

application.pdf 

 

Categories: Pushpa, Lynda to deal with 

 

See attached  
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PLEASE ENSURE THAT ALL SECTIONS OF THIS FORM, ON BOTH SIDES, ARE COMPLETED.

Personal information will also be used for administration purposes, including notifying submitters of hearings and decisions. All information will 
be held by the Tasman District Council with submitters having the right to access and correct personal information.

Submitter Details
Full Name:

Phone: E-mail:

Submission Details
This is a submission on the following application for resource consent lodged with the Council:

For a resource consent to: (details can be found on the notice in the letter from Council, newspaper, website or on-site)

* Note: Any additional information should be submitted on a separate sheet(s).

Address for 
Service:

Contact Person 
(if different):

Postcode:

EP-RC040D  08/19

Tasman District Council Application Number (if known):  RM

Submission on Resource  

To: The Resource Consent Administration Officer

Tasman District Council 
Private Bag 4 
Richmond 7050

Email: resourceconsentadmin@tasman.govt.nz

This is a submission on an application from: 

Consent Application

hearings page, including your name and contact details.
Please note: all submissions become public documents. If the application requires a hearing, your submission may be published on the council’s 

1) The specific parts of the application that my submission relates to are (details*)
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If consent is granted, I wish the council to impose the following conditions  

5) Attendance at any Council Hearing (You must tick one of the following two boxes):

Print Full Name:

*Note: A signature is not required if you make your submissions by electronic means.

A copy of this submission MUST also be sent to the applicant as soon as reasonably practicable after serving a copy on the Council.

2/2

Signature*: Date:

(Person making submission or authorised agent)

2) The reasons for my submission are (Give details*):

 

  

  I am neutral regarding the application  I support the application   I oppose the applica  tion

*Note:  Any additional information should be submitted on a separate sheet(s).

report if a hearing is held.
Note: If you indicate that you do not wish to be heard, you will still receive a copy of the Council’s decision but you will not receive a copy of the hearing 

  To grant consent     To refuse/decline consent

  I  wish  to  be  heard  in  support  of  my  submission           I do not wish to be heard in support of my submission

(Note: you do not have to suggest conditions, particularly if you want the council to refuse consent)

4) The decision I would like the Council to make is (Tick one of the following two boxes)

*Note:  Any additional information should be submitted on a separate sheet.

3) The nature of my submission is that: (Tick one of the following three boxes)
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Submitter: Peter J Taia 

Applicant: C J Industries Limited 

Submission to RM220578 – Discharge Consent 

Proposed activity: Discharge contaminants to land, specifically from backfill material associated 
with the proposed gravel extraction from the berm of the Motueka River and on the landward 
side of the stopbank at Peach Island specifically 134 Peach Island Road. 

As an earlier submitter to the original application by CJ Industries Ltd, I have read again my 
submission [# 86] in opposition and remain comfortable with the content of that original 
submission though thank you for the opportunity to comment again on this important point. 
Discharge of contaminants to Land. 

1. The application we are dealing with now is very different from the original though all the 

same concerns are relevant. 

 

2. The discharge application refers directly to contaminants from backfill to land that may 

enter water at the site. I believe that contaminants such as dust, noise, visual effects, 

and contaminants to ground water are all of equal importance. 

 

3. The term ‘minor effects’ and ‘less than minor effects’ are repeatedly used throughout 

the latest group of commissioned reports for the applicants. This says there will be many 

effects that surely add up to more than minor. 

 

4. Residents neighbouring the CJ Industries site at Douglas Road have as recently as the 7th 

of September complained of dust being a problem from the heavy machinery working 

on site and have complained directly to CJ management.  They have been asked to make 

these complaints directly to the applicants, therefore bypassing any recording of 

complaints at council of non-compliance.  It appears there have been a large number of 

complaints over a long period not registered at Council. 

 

5. Affected neighbours shouldn’t have to make complaints if compliance to conditions is 

taken seriously by the consent holder and the Council. Adherence to conditions should 

be standard operating procedure. 

 

6. Serious concerns with a lack of compliance monitoring by council and adherence to 

conditions by the applicants are still, and will continue to be, key concerns with the 

application. 

 

7. It is fair to say nobody in our Peach Island community and many in the wider Motueka 

area has any confidence in Councils ability or the applicant’s motivation to comply to 

conditions or to monitor compliance when Councils own staff admit there are limitations 

Filename as received "Submission on RM 220578_Pete Taia.pdf"
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to time and resources to allocate to compliance monitoring. See email in the appendix 

which was supplied for a LGOIMA request in March 2022.  The Council states in this 

email: 

• ‘There have been problems in the past with consent holders keeping true to their conditions, 

particularly around quantity and quality of backfill and size and depth of area opened up ‘ 

• ‘I would like to see these applicants paying for independent supervision rather than it being 

left to our compliance officers who have a lot of other tasks to do,’ 

 

8. The email correspondence supplied by Council for LGOIMA request of March 2022 

provides further statement: 

• ‘What are your thoughts on CJ’s request below? They essentially would like us to allow them 

to continue to remediate the site past the expiry date as they are struggling to source 

cleanfill. I am wondering if they are still extracting gravel– I would hope not because they 

should really be trying to comply with the consent in the first instance – less extraction, less 

cleanfill.’ 

• ‘Having said that I can say that generally the availability of suitable clean-fill has long been a 

problem, where concrete aggregate and road chip demand outstrips cleanfill availability. 

I’ve tried to be understanding when excavations become greater in area than allowed, with 

(on occasion) area open exceeding that permitted by 100% or more’ 

• ‘Consent holders like CJ’s are generally only able to catch up significantly either when we 

have a significant rain event with slips and flood debris needing to be cleared from the land, 

or when the consent to extract has expired but the requirement to restore ground levels 

remains enforceable’ 

 

9. Recently a USB flash drive containing photos and video footage has been provided to 

Council management- Environmental Assurance. They clearly show some of the 

practices that have been going on and accepted by council over the years at Douglas 

Road outside of the conditions of consent. From this evidence that has been gathered, it 

is clear to see why our community is concerned. 

 

10. It would be of benefit to Commissioner Welsh to have access to this evidence provided 

to Council to add necessary context. This information has been provided from a number 

of sources.  

 

11. We are currently waiting for information from Council around the management of 

contaminated soil from the Mapua aquarium fire site 2011.  It was established in 2015 

this material was not suitable for disposal as ‘cleanfill’ material and therefore it must be 

disposed of at a facility authorised to accept it. It was knowingly stored at Douglas Road 

from the end of 2015 to the end of 2018 which is of major concern. 3 years leaching into 

the water table and the difficulties in attaining the necessary documentation from 

council, after a LGOIMA request over a 3 month period are both of real concern.  
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12. Backfill quality and quantity: 

• Where is all the now proposed much higher standard of fill going to come from to back 

fill as per volunteered conditions of the application after proposed sorting at the CJ 

Industries, Hau Road site? 

• Who will monitor this? 

 

13. It is clear from Council provided information that CJ Industries have struggled to source 

the required volumes of backfill and continue to do so in their existing quarry 

operations, even considering the much lower classified type of fill. The back fill 

potentially suitable for Peach Island will be far more difficult to source in volumes 

required to comply to any conditions of consent. The proposed moving pit model simply 

does not work without the equivalent volume of compliant fill being available. 

 

14. The added risks associated with relying on unsorted, unknown, and unreliable storm 

damage debris to contribute to catching up with back filling is not acceptable. 

 

15. Only yesterday 8th September, I received a cc’d email. See appendix 3. 

Another example of more of the same. My wife and I also witnessed this.  

 

16. Contamination. Contamination. Contamination. 

I can’t help but feel any real or perceived risk of contamination of our ground water and 

the Motueka aquifer is unacceptable.  

Many of the applicants commissioned reports refer to the dilution of contaminants 

being a less than minor risk. In this day and age dilution is not a solution. 

 

There is no other option but to decline this consent application. 

 

Attendance at hearing 

 
17. I wish to be heard in support of this submission. 

 

18. If others make a similar submission, I will consider presenting a joint case with them at 

the hearing. 

 
Commissioners 

 

19. I request, pursuant to section 100A of the Resource Management Act 1991, that you 

delegate your functions, powers, and duties to hear and decide the application to 1 or 

more hearings commissioners who are not members of the local authority. 
 

Signed and dated this 9th day of September 2022 

 

___________________________ 

Pete Taia 
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APPENDIX 

 

1. Email provided by Council alongside application documents for RM 200488: 

Alice Woodward 

From: Giles Griffith <giles.griffith@tasman.govt.nz> 

Sent: Wednesday, 15 January 2020 1:05 pm 

To: Alice Woodward 

Cc: Rick Lowe 

Subject: RE: Gravel extraction application 

Hi Alice, 

For my 2 cents worth my preference would be to align the strips parallel to the river, this should 

result in less erosion in a flood and reduce the likelihood of the water being channelled in an 

unintended direction.  

Proposed buffers and sizes sound good. 

They will need to make sure that the stopbank crossing point is built up so that the crest doesn’t get 

worn down with all the trucks crossing it. 

There have been problems in the past with consent holders keeping true to their conditions, 

particularly around quantity and quality of backfill and size and depth of area opened up – I would 

like to see these applicants paying for independent supervision rather than it being left to our 

compliance officers who have a lot of other tasks to do, but I guess that is outside your remit? 

Ngā mihi, 

Giles. 

 

Giles Griffith 

Rivers and Coastal Engineer 
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2. Email supplied by Council for LGOIMA request of March 2022: 

From: Amy Bennetts Sent: Thursday, 15 April 2021 10:41 am To: Warren Galbraith Subject: FW: 83 

Douglas Road Kia ora Warren, 

What are your thoughts on CJ’s request below? They essentially would like us to allow them to 

continue to remediate the site past the expiry date as they are struggling to source cleanfill. I am 

wondering if they are still extracting gravel– I would hope not because they should really be trying to 

comply with the consent in the first instance – less extraction, less cleanfill.  

Cheers, Amy Amy Bennetts | Environment & Planning Consent Planner - Natural Resources 

From: Warren Galbraith Sent: Thursday, 15 April 2021 1:18 pm To: Amy Bennetts Cc: Ryno Botha 

Subject: RE: 83 Douglas Road Hi Amy 

Probably the compliance person who can give you the most up to date info is Ryno, he is the 

monitoring officer for land based gravel extractions now and has been dealing with these guys for 

the past year or so. Having said that I can say that generally the availability of suitable clean-fill has 

long been a problem, where concrete aggregate and road chip demand outstrips cleanfill availability. 

I’ve tried to be understanding when excavations become greater in area than allowed, with (on 

occasion) area open exceeding that permitted by 100% or more. Suitable cleanfill tends to be 

generally available only in conjunction with demolition (old concrete) and construction (stripped 

topsoil etc from foundations or building platforms – and often that material can be respread 

elsewhere on a site). Consent holders like CJ’s are generally only able to catch up significantly either 

when we have a significant rain event with slips and flood debris needing to be cleared from the 

land, or when the consent to extract has expired but the requirement to restore ground levels 

remains enforceable. So I have tried to walk that thin line between compliance with consent 

conditions/risk/pragmatism.  

Regards Warren Warren Galbraith | Environment & Planning Compliance & Investigations Officer – 

Forestry & Land Management 
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3. Email of Douglas Road resident to TDC 9.9.22 

Hi Warren. 

You wrote to me stating that C.J.ind. needed to stop extracting gravel from their Douglas road site 
on 3 September. It is now 8 September and they are still going flat out digging deep into the aquifer 
and stock piling the gravel on site. Since you are very well aware of the conditions in this consent, I 
would have expected someone from the Council to police this. C.J.ind. seem to be a law unto 
themselves and basically do what they want and totally ignore the Council. I think the people 
opposing the proposed Peach Island gravel extraction should be very worried. Monitoring by the 
Council has always been dismal and it seems that nothing has changed. 

Regards,  

Bill Van Eyndhoven. 
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From: petetaia370@gmail.com 

Sent: Friday, 9 September 2022 3:52 pm 

To: Resource Consent Admin; hayden@planscapes.co.nz 

Cc: dhilum.nightingale@kschambers.co.nz 

Subject: Submission on RM220578 

[P J TAIA].pdf 

 

Categories: Pushpa 

 

To the Resource Consents Administration Officer. 

 

Please see attached. 

Attachments: Submission on RM 220578_Pete Taia.pdf; Submission form - RM220578 - 
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1/2

PLEASE ENSURE THAT ALL SECTIONS OF THIS FORM, ON BOTH SIDES, ARE COMPLETED.

Personal information will also be used for administration purposes, including notifying submitters of hearings and decisions. All information will 
be held by the Tasman District Council with submitters having the right to access and correct personal information.

Submitter Details
Full Name:

Phone: E-mail:

Submission Details
This is a submission on the following application for resource consent lodged with the Council:

For a resource consent to: (details can be found on the notice in the letter from Council, newspaper, website or on-site)

* Note: Any additional information should be submitted on a separate sheet(s).

Address for 
Service:

Contact Person 
(if different):

Postcode:

EP-RC040D  08/19

Tasman District Council Application Number (if known):  RM

Submission on Resource  

To: The Resource Consent Administration Officer

Tasman District Council 
Private Bag 4 
Richmond 7050

Email: resourceconsentadmin@tasman.govt.nz

This is a submission on an application from: 

Consent Application

hearings page, including your name and contact details.
Please note: all submissions become public documents. If the application requires a hearing, your submission may be published on the council’s 

1) The specific parts of the application that my submission relates to are (details*)

RM220578 - CJ Industries Ltd - discharge

received by email
Tues 13/09/2022 @ 7.48 am

Late submission accepted
sections 37 & 37A RMA under delegated authority 

13 Sept 2022

Alastair Jewell, Principal Planner

Filename as received - "Submission form - RM220578 - from Cymen Crick (4) (1).pdf"

RM220578 - Submission  057 - C Crick - oppose - 2022-09-13 LATE - page 1 of 3

Cymen Crick

160 Motueka Valley Highway

021 468 995 cymen@rankers.co.nz

Discharge contaminants to land from backfill associated with gravel extraction ...

RM220578

Contamination of Motueka's water supply
Quality and quantity of backfill during consent period
Confidence in consent holder
Compliance to conditions
Council monitoring and enforcement

CJ Industries Limited
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If consent is granted, I wish the council to impose the following conditions  

5) Attendance at any Council Hearing (You must tick one of the following two boxes):

Print Full Name:

*Note: A signature is not required if you make your submissions by electronic means.

A copy of this submission MUST also be sent to the applicant as soon as reasonably practicable after serving a copy on the Council.

2/2

Signature*: Date:

(Person making submission or authorised agent)

2) The reasons for my submission are (Give details*):

 

  

  I am neutral regarding the application  I support the application   I oppose the applica  tion

*Note:  Any additional information should be submitted on a separate sheet(s).

report if a hearing is held.
Note: If you indicate that you do not wish to be heard, you will still receive a copy of the Council’s decision but you will not receive a copy of the hearing 

  To grant consent     To refuse/decline consent

  I  wish  to  be  heard  in  support  of  my  submission           I do not wish to be heard in support of my submission

(Note: you do not have to suggest conditions, particularly if you want the council to refuse consent)

4) The decision I would like the Council to make is (Tick one of the following two boxes)

*Note:  Any additional information should be submitted on a separate sheet.

3) The nature of my submission is that: (Tick one of the following three boxes)

RM220578 - Submission  057 - C Crick - oppose - 2022-09-13 LATE - page 2 of 3

I am strongly apposed to the submission by CJ industries. They are seeking a long term consent in the wrong 
place. This area has recently opened up to semi residential housing (of which there is a strong community 
need), yet CJ intustries are seeking to start a long term mining operation in the middle of this recent 
residential growth.

I get that gravel extraction is needed and short term actions are sometimes neccessary, but a long term 
consent isn't in the interests of the community.

✘

✘

Consent for open mining, close to areas which council has recently allowed residential subdivisions should 
not be granted.

✘

Cymen Crick

8/9/2022

Click to lock form as READ ONLY
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From: Cymen Crick <cymen@rankers.co.nz> 

Sent: Tuesday, 13 September 2022 7:48 am 

To: Resource Consent Admin 

Subject: RM220578 

Attachments: Submission form - RM220578 - from Cymen Crick (4) (1).pdf 

 

Categories: Lynda to deal with 

 

See submission form attached.  

 

Thank you. 

 

Cymen Crick 

 

 

--  

 

Cymen Crick 

Co-owner 

 

021 468 995 

cymen@rankers.co.nz 
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SUBMISSION ON RESOURCE CONSENT APPLICATION RM220578 

Application for consent to discharge contaminants (cleanfill) to land  

134 Peach Island, Motueka 

 

TO: Resource Consent Administration Officer 

Tasman District Council 

Private Bag 4, Richmond 7050 

Submitted via email: resourceconsentadmin@tasman.govt.nz 
 

Copy to: C J Industries Limited 

C/- Planscapes (NZ) Ltd 

Attention Hayden Taylor, email: hayden@planscapes.co.nz 

 

Introduction  

1. This submission is made in relation to application RM220578 for resource consent to discharge 

contaminants to land.  RM220578 is sought in addition to applications RM20048 & RM20049 for 

land use consent for quarrying (gravel extraction) and associated activities at the same site.  Te 

Rūnanga o Ngāti Rārua was also a submitter to RM20048 & RM20049. 

Ngāti Rārua iwi 

2.  Ngāti Rārua are tangata whenua iwi in Te Tauihu o te Waka-a-Māui (‘Te Tauihu’, the northern 

South Island) and hold mana whenua in (inter alia) the Motueka region.  

3. Ngāti Rārua originate from the western coast of the King Country region and descend from 

those tupuna who travelled to Aotearoa on the Tainui Waka.   

4. Ngāti Rārua came to Te Tauihu from the late 1820s and established pā and kāinga at numerous 

locations in Te Tai Tapu, Golden Bay, Tasman Bay and Wairau.  In many of these areas, Ngāti 

Rārua customary rights overlapped and intersected with those of other iwi.  

5. The lands at Motueka, Riuwaka and Mārahau became an important area of occupation for 

Ngāti Rārua and today remains highly significant to Ngāti Rārua whānau.  Particular 

associations with the Motueka awa are further detailed below.  

6. Te Rūnanga o Ngāti Rārua manages assets, businesses and taonga on behalf of all Ngāti Rārua 

whānau members. It is the mandated voice and representative for the collective interests of 

Ngāti Rārua. 

Ngāti Rārua Association with Motueka River 

7. Awa (rivers) are taonga to Ngāti Rārua.  They are the ribs of the tūpuna, which plunge from the 

maunga down to the sea, creating wetlands and swamps on their way.  Ngā awa carry the 

lifeblood of Papatūānuku and the tears of Ranginui.  The wai flowing through these rivers 

Filename as received - "Submission CJ Industries Gravel Extraction Motueka awa - discharge consent.pdf"

received by email
Tues 13/09/2022 @ 1:53 pm

Late submission accepted
sections 37 & 37A RMA under delegated authority 

13 Sept 2022

Alastair Jewell, Principal Planner
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sustains the physical and spiritual survival of all things and symbolises the spiritual link 

between the past and present.  Each awa has a mauri, wairua, tapu and mana of their own.The 

relationship Ngāti Rārua has with these taonga relates to the entire catchment.  

8. The Motueka River is central to the lives of Ngāti Rārua whānau. In the early 1830s, a series of 

heke arrived in Motueka. Rangatira Pukekōhatu, Te Poa Kāroro, Tūrangapeke and other Ngāti 

Rārua settled in the Motueka and Riuwaka river catchments.  

9. For the original Ngāti Rārua families, Motueka awa was the source of life. The water channels, 

swamps and wooded areas associated with the river were habitats supporting a huge food 

basket. Oral traditions identify the Motueka River and flood plain as an extensive and bountiful 

mahinga kai from which to gather a huge variety of natural resources.  Floods would replenish 

and fertilise the catchment, enabling iwi to cultivate food. Modified soils, argillite adzes, drill 

points, whalebone patu and pounamu pendants convey the kind of association tūpuna had 

with the Motueka River catchment and surrounding lands. 

10. The Motueka River Valley provided a natural inland ara (pathway) to reach Te Tai Poutini. This 

pathway was a traditional greenstone trail, used by tūpuna in search of this valuable taonga 

and other items for trade. Waka were used to negotiate the waterways, therefore the Motueka 

River has many traditional tauranga waka (landing sites) and camps sites, which were used for 

fishing along its banks.  

11. The significance of the Motueka River to Ngāti Rārua is illustrated in the carvings in the 

wharenui at Te Āwhina Marae in Motueka. The river is also recognised in the pepehā of 

Motueka whānau, “Ko Motueka te awa, Ngāti Rārua te iwi…”.  

Statutory acknowledgement of Ngāti Rārua associations with Motueka River 

12. Ngāti Rārua have a statutory acknowledgement over the Motueka awa and its tributories.  A 

statutory acknowledgment is legal recognition of the particular cultural, spiritual, historical and 

traditional association of an iwi with an identified statutory area.  Statutory acknowledgements 

enhance the ability of iwi to participate in Resource Management Act 1991 process.  

Ngāti Rārua Environmental Strategy 

13. The Ngāti Rārua environmental strategy, Poipoia Te Ao Tūroa, sets out Ngāti Rārua  values, 

priorities and aspirations for environmental management.  Poipoia Te Ao Tūroa is an ‘iwi 

management plan’ prepared and mandated by Te Rūnanga o Ngāti Rārua o Ngāti Rārua and it 

was lodged with Tasman District Council in December 2021.   

14. There are a number of provisions in Part B of Poipoia Te Ao Tūroa which are relevant to this 

application and reflected in the Ngāti Rārua submission. Objectives of particular relevance 

include: 
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Objective 5.1 Rangatiratanga | Leadership and decision making 

Ngāti Rārua kaitiaki role is enhanced, restored and protected through having effective influence 

over, meaningful involvement in, and priority given to kaitiaki interests in all areas of 

environmental management where decisions are made by others.  

Objective 6.1 Mauri | Protecting the life supporting capacity of the natural world 

The mauri of the natural environment is protected, enhanced and restored, in recognition that the 

natural world nourishes and sustains us, and that we in turn have a duty of care.  

Objective 7.1.1 Te mana o te wai 

The mana, mauri and wairua of wai is protected, enhanced and restored. 

Objective 7.2.1 Water quality, quantity and aquatic ecosystems 

Water quality, quantity and the functioning of aquatic ecosystems are protected, enhanced or 

restored.   

Objective 7.3.1 Discharges 

Protect the mana, mauri and wairua of wai from adverse effects of discharges. 

Objective 8.1 Ngā Wāhi Taonga Tuku Iho | Sites and areas of significance 

Ngāti Rārua protect and maintain their cultural and spiritual associations with ngā wāhi taonga 

tuku iho and exercise thier role as kaitiaki of these places, sites and areas.  

Objective 9.1 Mahinga Kai | Protection of customary harvest 

Mahinga kai is protected, maintained and managed to enable sustainable use and the exercise of 

customary practices by present and future generations.  

Objective 10.1. Mātauranga | Incorporation of customary practices, principles and techniques in 

environmental management 

Ngāti Rārua tikanga and mātauranga inform and guide environmental managmeent and 

statutory planning processes within Te Tauihu.   

Objective 12.4 Mining & quarrying  

Mining and quarrying activities do not adversely affect the mauri and wairua of natural resources.   

Submission  

15. Ngāti Rārua opposes the application.  

16. The specific parts of the application that this submission relates to are: 

• The inadequate assessment of cultural effects  

• The inadequate assessment of effects on the mana and mauri of the Motueka awa 

• The volunteered condition in relation to matakite assessment 

Assessment of cultural effects and impacts on the mana and mauri of the Motueka awa 

17.  Ngāti Rārua submits that the application does not adequately identify the actual or potential 

effects of the activity on Ngāti Rārua values and interests or the mana and mauri of the 
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Motueka awa.  A cultural impact assessment (CIA) prepared by a suitably qualified and 

experienced person or persons is required.   

18. Te Rūnanga o Ngāti Rārua acknowledges the willingness of the applicant to work with tangata 

whenua to prepare a CIA for the proposed gravel extraction and associated activities (i.e. all 

activities encompassed by RM220578, RM20048 and RM20049).  This CIA is currently being 

developed, but as the process has not yet been completed the cultural effects of the activity 

have not been adequately identified and assessed.   

Volunteered condition relating to matakite assessment 

19.  The applicant has volunteered a condition requiring the engagement of a Matakite to assess 

the site prior to undertaking works (volunteered condition 6, page 21).  It is entirely 

inappropriate for the applicant to volunteer such a condition unless it is at the express request 

of mana whenua iwi and whānau.  As noted above, the CIA for all activities encompassed by 

RM220578, RM20048 and RM20049 has not been completed and therefore mana whenua iwi 

and whānau have not yet had an opportunity to consider, in accordance with their tikanga and 

mātauranga, whether such an assessment is required.   

Relief sought 

20. Ngāti Rārua seeks the decline of this application.  

 

DATED  13 September 2022 

 

Shane Graham 

Pou Whakahaere | CEO  

Te Rūnanga o Ngāti Rārua  

 

ADDRESS  

FOR SERVICE:  

Rowena Cudby 

Te Rūnanga o Ngāti Rārua  

taiao@ngatirarua.iwi.nz; 027 234 4246 
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Alastair Jewell

From: Rowena Cudby | Pou Taiao <taiao@ngatirarua.iwi.nz>
Sent: Tuesday, 13 September 2022 1:53 pm
To: Resource Consent Admin
Cc: Alastair Jewell
Subject: Submission - RM220578
Attachments: Submission CJ Industries Gravel Extraction Motueka awa - discharge consent.pdf

Categories: [SharePoint] This message was saved in 'Intranet > Resource Consents 2022 > Resource 
Consents > 220578 > 04 Notifications and Submissions'

Kia ora 
 
Please find attached the Te Rūnanga o Ngāti Rārua submission to the above resource consent application.   
 
Te Rūnanga o Ngāti Rārua would like to speak to its submission at a hearing and would consider making a joint 
submission with other mana whenua iwi.   
 
We acknowledge that the deadline for submissions was Friday 9 September at 4.30pm and therefore this 
submission is late by two working days.  We ask that you consider an extension of time under s37/37A of the 
Resource Management Act 1991.  We have a very small environmental team and have been significantly under 
resourced during the past month as a result of staff absence while on ill and/or on leave, combined with unusually 
high workloads.   
 

Nāku noa, nā 
Rowena Cudby 
Pou Taiao | Environmental Manager 

56 Vickerman Street, 
Port Nelson, Nelson 7010 
Tel: +64 (03) 553-1198 
Mobile: +64 (027) 234-4246 
taiao@ngatirarua.iwi.nz 

ngatirarua.iwi.nz |  

 

 

This email and any attachments may be confidential and contain privileged information. It is intended for the addressee 
only. If you are not the intended recipient you must not use, disclose, copy or distribute this communication. 
Confidentiality or privilege are not waived or lost by reason of the mistaken delivery to you. If you have received this 
message in error, please delete and notify the sender. 
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